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Glossary of Terms
The following terms are used throughout the Management Strategies tables:
Aquatic – terrestrial interface: The transition zone between terrestrial ecosystem and aquatic ecosystem
marginal to water bodies (lakes, wetlands, streams) where water table
fluctuations associated with changes in water level influences vegetation and
soil properties.
Channel morphology:

The form or structure of the channel.

Colluvial deposit:

Coarse, unsorted deposits from avalanches, rockfall and other gravity
induced failures.

Floodplain:

Flat part of a valley bottom adjacent to a river that is made of unconsolidated,
river-borne sediment and is periodically flooded during large flood events. A
river, gradually or abruptly shifts location over the floodplain and in doing so,
re-mobilizes previously deposited sediment.

Glacial depression:

A depression in the ground formed during glaciation. A kettle is a depression
formed when a large block of glacial ice melts out of thick glacial sediment
deposit leaving a depression. Some of these depressions are now occupied
by water creating lakes or wetlands.

Glaciofluvial scarp:

Thick accumulations of sediment deposited by rivers flowing from melting
glaciers filled many of the large river and tributary valleys throughout the
Kootenay region. Present-day rivers and streams have eroded down into
these sediments creating high raveling scarps of unconsolidated sediments
along many of the larger streams and rivers. These are referred to as
glaciofluvial scarps.

Lateral bar:

The deposits of sand, gravel and cobbles along the margins of a stream or
river.

LWD:

Large woody debris (LWD) in the east Kootenay region generally refers to
woody material (eg. branches or stems) greater than 10cm in diameter.

Meander:

The bend in a stream or river.

Reach:

Length of stream channel that displays consistent channel form.

Riparian function:

The physical, biological and chemical interaction of the riparian vegetation
with the aquatic environment.

Swale:

A shallow troughlike depression often formed by glacial meltwater during
deglaciation that now is dry or only carries minimal amounts of water mainly
during rainstorms or snow melt.

Unconfined:

A channel that is unconfined is able to shift to either side of its present course
without being constrained by valley sides.

Valley flat:

The relatively flat area of ground in the bottom of a stream valley that is
underlain by a combination of alluvium (water borne) and colluvium (gravity
deposits). Although the stream can shift over the valley bottom much of the
material was not deposited by the stream and is not readily transported by the
stream during average flows.
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Central Purcell Region
The Central Purcell Riparian Management Region has been subdivided into 7 Riparian Management Units. The
criteria used to divide the region include similarities in physiography, relief, climate and geologic and hydrologic
processes. The Riparian Management Units (RAU’s) for the Southern Purcell region are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.1

Hellroaring
Lower Findlay
Matthew
Redding
Skookumchuk
St. Mary
Upper Findlay

Hellroaring RAU

Hellroaring

8.1.1

Characteristics

Physical Characteristics
The Hellroaring management unit is underlain by north-south trending, steeply dipping and faulted
Middle Proterozoic Purcell Supergroup argillites, quartzite, dolomites, wacke and conglomerates.
Carbonate rocks of the Kitchener formation are exposed along upper elevation ridges between Perry
Creek and Hellroaring Creek. Cretaceous granodiorite underlies the highest peaks in the southwestern
portion of the MU and occurs as several small intrusive plugs throughout the unit. The main valley
bottoms are mantled by glaciofluvial/lacustrine terraces with the thickest terraces occurring east of St
Mary Lake. Elevation ranges from over 2700 meters at the headwaters of Snowwater Creek to 800
meters at the confluence of St Mary River with the Kootenay River. Valley sides are generally steep
gradient and main stem channels of Hellroaring and Perry Creek occupy wide, active floodplains.
Headwaters tributaries are characterized by steep bedrock-ringed cirques which sometimes enclose
small lakes.
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Peak flows are driven by alpine snowmelt and most 4th order and smaller tributaries are colluvial with
local forced alluvial reaches. Snow avalanches are common in headwater tributaries. These streams
carry relatively high peak discharges. Annual precipitation varies from 400 mm along the eastern (trench)
to over 1500 mm at headwaters of Hellroaring Creek.
BEC Classification
From east to west and low to high: IDFdm2 (dry, mild Kootenay Variant) in lowest reaches and transition
to trench. Lower to mid elevation slopes west of trench are MSdk. Towards the west and in more
confined valleys, the valley bottoms include ICHmk1 to ICHdm. Mid and upper elevation slopes are
ESSFdk in the east and ESSFdm1 to ESSFwm in the western portion of the MR. Parkland above 2000
and AT above ~2100.
Natural Variability in Riparian Function
Most of the landscape is in NDT3 where fires are expected frequently, often of stand-replacing or mixed
severity. The generally steep topography in the western parts of the MU suggests that riparian areas are
more fire resilient than upslope stands. NDT4 ecosystems in the lower eastern parts of the major
drainages exhibit high frequency, lower intensity fire regimes, with riparian areas often burning across
streams.
Flooding driven by rapid snowmelt from high elevation slopes occurs relatively frequently in this
management unit. High discharges and steep gradients result in high stream powers in lower tributary
and main stem channels. LWD recruited into the channels during flooding has limited function in
channels wider than approximately 5 metres. Most of the recruited LWD accumulates along channel
banks and at meanders.
Key Values
The important non-timber values to be considered when implementing riparian retention strategies and
deploying riparian budgets in this unit consist of:
1. HCVF: This unit contains HCVFs for grizzly and caribou. The St. Mary River and lower portion of
Perry Creek is also an HCVF. An HCVF for fisheries values occurs on lower Perry Creek. See the
HCVF mgmt strategies for detailed management guidance in these areas.
2. Wildlife: Deer/Elk and Moose winter in the low elevation sections of this unit along the St Mary River
below St. Mary lake and along Perry Creek. Moose winter range is mapped along the main stem of
Perry Creek. Retain security cover around key feeding areas (willow, dogwood) and manage for a
mix of cover and forage in riparian areas. The riparian area along Hellroaring Creek provides an
important travel corridor for these species in summer. Grizzly: Upper Meachan creek provides
important grizzly habitat. Retain security cover (2x sight distance) around riparian feeding areas
(sedges, horsetails, skunk cabbage). Coeur d’Alane Salamander: a known breeding site occurs
near the waterfall on Perry Creek. Individuals may use the moist forest and small creeks in the
surrounding area; retain existing vegetation in RRZs.
3. Fish: Bull Trout spawn and rear young in St. Mary River and Westslope Cutthroat are present in all
life stages in the St. Mary River.
4. Terrestrial Habitat: The extensive past logging along the lower St. Mary River has reduced the
number of large larch trees in riparian habitat here. Retain existing mature/old forest stands in
reserves and recruit large larch in previously logged riparian areas. In the Open Forest areas, the
number of large trees and snags has been severely reduced from logging over the past 100 years.
Retain and recruit these features in riparian buffers where possible.
5. Hardwoods: Retain the existing hardwood stands along the St. Mary River, particularly the large
cottonwoods stands at the west end of the Lake and along the south side and Meachen Creek.
Maps illustrating the spatial location of most riparian values are included for each RAU in Appendix B.

8.1.2

Riparian Budget

The overall budget for this assessment unit is 2291.6 ha of retention, with 42% of this required in specific
riparian classes (959.8). S4 streams make up the single biggest component of the retention
requirement.
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Table 1. Hellroaring Riparian FSC Retention Budgets

Riparian
Feature

Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

Riparian
Class

RRZ
RMZ
Retention
ha*
ha*
Percent
15.2
14.2
30.0
L1
0.0
0.0
30.0
L2
8.2
8.7
30.0
L3
1.3
0.6
30.0
L4
0.0
0.0
30.0
NC
4.6
3.0
30.0
W1
0.0
0.0
30.0
W2
5.2
3.9
30.0
W3
0.0
0.0
30.0
W4
0.0
0.0
30.0
W5
131.0
148.6
65.0
S1
456.6
547.8
65.0
S2
144.4
85.7
65.0
S3
286.8
195.3
65.0
S4
100.1
98.7
65.0
S5a
0.0
191.2
30.0
S5b
46.4
45.9
65.0
S6a
0.0
987.1
30.0
S6b
Assessment Unit Retention Budget

Effective
RMZ ha
4.3
0.0
2.6
0.2
0.0
0.9
0.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
96.6
356.0
55.7
126.9
64.1
57.4
29.9
296.1

Total
Effective
Retention
ha
19.5
0.0
10.8
1.4
0.0
5.5
0.0
6.4
0.0
0.0
227.6
812.6
200.1
413.7
164.3
57.4
76.2
296.1
2,291.6

Class
Specific
Budget ha
12.2
0.0
6.5
1.0
0.0
3.7
0.0
4.2
0.0
0.0
104.8
365.3
115.5
229.4
80.1
0.0
37.1
0.0
959.8

*

Calculated using GIS buffering techniques to avoid double counting of overlap areas between streams, lakes and wetlands.
Calculations based off feature lengths would give inflated estimates.

8.1.3

Current Condition Assessment

The results of the current condition assessment for the Hellroaring assessment unit are provided in the
table below and mapped in Appendix C. Budget minimums were compared with current (July 2006)
retention levels to assess consistency with FSC requirements. Both riparian class specific requirements
and overall assessment unit requirements were examined.
Table 2. Hellroaring Current Conditions Relative to Targets

Riparian
Feature

Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

Riparian
Class
L1
L2
L3
L4
NC
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5a
S5b

Class
Specific
Budget
(ha)
12.2
0.0
6.5
1.0
0.0
3.7
0.0
4.2
0.0
0.0
104.8
365.3
115.5
229.4
80.1
0.0

Retention
Area (ha)
54.7
0.0
37.5
2.2
0.0
5.8
0.0
12.9
0.4
0.0
339.5
1381.6
242.6
264.7
274.5
311.1

Surplus
/ Deficit
42.5
0.0
31.0
1.2
0.0
2.1
0.0
8.7
0.4
0.0
234.7
1016.3
127.1
35.3
194.4
311.1
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Assess
Unit
Budget
(ha)
2,291.6

Assess
Unit
Retention
(ha)
4,662.4

Surplus
/ Deficit
2,370.9
Surplus
103% of
Budget

4

S6a
S6b

37.1
0.0

124.0
1610.9

86.9
1610.9

Area requirements are current met with significant surpluses occurring in all riparian classes.

8.1.4

Riparian Management Strategy - Hellroaring

Unit-specific rational for management strategies
Riparian vegetation provides protection to channel banks and a supply of LWD to the channels of the S1
and S2 streams in this RAU. Riparian reserves are required on active floodplains and valley flats along
the main channels of Hellroaring and Angus Creeks. Both streams are confined by terrace scarps or
steep valley sides along lower reaches. Along confined reaches RMZ’s are recommended that are of
sufficient width to protect the channel from sediment delivery and wind throw hazards. Management
activities in these RMZ’s should be minimal. Riparian vegetation plays an important role in maintaining
channel structure in streams less than 5 meters wide and 15% in this RAU. The upper reaches of Angus
and Hellroaring are classified as S3 and require RRZ’s over the valley flat along lower gradient sections.
Riparian reserves are also recommended along S5 streams with gradients less than 15%. Smaller S4
and S6 channels on lower valley slopes (<25%) require RMZ’s with at least 60% retention.
Stream type

Example

S1a,b (> 20m)
Large Streams and
Rivers
(with fish or
community
watershed)

S2 (5-20 m)
Intermediate
Streams and
Rivers (with fish
or in community
watershed)
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
The lower reaches of Perry Creek are classified as S1.
Mature spruce, Douglas fir, spruce, larch and deciduous
species (cottonwood, aspen) provide root strength to
channel banks and adjacent forest floor. Perry Creek
has a wide floodplain. Abundant LWD was recruited to
the channel during the 1999 flood event. LWD occurs in
jams along banks, on lateral bars and at meanders to
provide aquatic habitat. In unconfined reaches riparian
vegetation provides protection to the forest floor from
erosion during overbank flooding.
Management Strategy
S1 reaches require a full riparian reserve over the active
floodplain. Where the channel is confined by
glaciofluvial scarps a riparian management zone
extends to the top of the scarps to manage for wind
throw and terrain hazards along the edge of the RRZ.
Riparian Function
The main channels of Hellroaring, Angus and Perry
Creeks are identified as S2. In unconfined reaches these
channels occupy wide active floodplains. At lower
elevations frequent fires have resulted in mixed age
stands of Douglas fir, larch, spruce and deciduous
species in riparian areas. Riparian stands provide root
strength to channel banks and adjacent forest floor.
Very little LWD is functioning in these channels due to
the high stream powers during peak flows. Recruited
LWD accumulates along banks and at meanders to
provide aquatic habitat.
Management Strategy
S2 reaches require a riparian reserve zone over the
floodplain and a riparian management zone of sufficient
width or to the top of a topographic break to manage for
wind throw and sediment delivery hazards.
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Stream type

Example

S3 (1.5 – 5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

S4 (<1.5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
The upper reaches of Angus and Hellroaring Creeks are
classified as S3. Small diameter spruce and balsam fir
as well as deciduous shrubs including willow and alder,
provide root strength to channel banks and adjacent
forest floor.
LWD function depends on gradient. In lower gradient
segments (<15%) single pieces of LWD can function
for decades or longer to provide channel stability. In
higher gradient segments LWD functions in short term
jams to provide channel bed and bank stability.
Management Strategy
In lower gradient reaches (<15%) designate a RRZ over
the valley flat. Where there is no valley flat or obvious
riparian ecosystem, retain a minimum of 60% of the
standing timber along streams with gradients of less
than 25%. For streams with gradients greater than 25%
the level of retention will depend on the function of
LWD in the channel. Where LWD is providing
structure and protecting the banks retain at least 30% of
the stand, retain all LWD that is spanning or suspended
above the channel and retain as much of the deciduous
and coniferous under story as possible .
Riparian Function
Generally S4 streams are the 1st order streams that drain
from the sides of the main St Mary R. and Meachem Cr.
valleys. Riparian function varies as a function of stream
gradient. On the wide valley bottoms and lower slopes
riparian vegetation includes mature stands of cedar,
hemlock and deciduous species. In these areas roots,
branches and woody debris from the adjacent stands
provides shade, bank resiliency and, in some streams,
channel structure. In intermediate gradient streams (520%) LWD and root systems from adjacent stands can
provide channel stability. In steeper gradient segments
(>20%) riparian function is generally very limited.
Management Strategy
Where riparian function is minimal such as along mid
elevation streams with gradients of greater than 25%
avoid mechanical disturbance to stream banks and
retain all leaning and suspended stems. In lower
gradient reaches (< ~ 25%) on lower elevations slopes
maintain a riparian management zone on both sides of
the stream or over the width of the colluvial deposit in
which at least 60% of the basal area of the forested
stand is retained. Species retained should include a mix
of species and ages. Retained stems should be wind
firm.
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Stream type

Example

5a (>3m)
a) Domestic
watershed, &/or
b) <500 m
upstream of fishbearing stream,
&/or
c) not fish bearing
or domestic
watershed but
>10m
S5b (3-10m)
Fish absent,
Not domestic and,
>500 m upstream
of fish bearing
stream

S6a (0.5<3m)
Small streams
not in a
community
watershed or fish
bearing but,
a) in domestic
watershed &/or
b) <250m
upstream from fish
bearing stream.
S6b
Not community
watershed or fish
bearing but
a) 0.5-3 m and not
domestic
watershed and
>250 m from fish
bearing stream
b)<0.5m wide
Lakes (L1 – L4)
L1 > 5 ha
L2 (1-5ha in PP or
IDF)
L3 (1-5ha not in
PP or IDF)
L4 (0.25-1ha)
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Many of the main tributary channels in this RAU are
S5a. Stream power is too high for long term LWD
function. Riparian vegetation consists mostly of spruce
and balsam fir provides channel bank stability in most
channels greater than 3m wide.
Deciduous shrubs typically colonize channel banks and
sediment bars following disturbance. Root systems from
deciduous shrubs provide stability to banks and bars as
well as leaf litter to that creates soil on scoured surfaces.
Management Strategy
In channels less than 15% designate a RRZ over the
width of the valley flat and/or floodplain and a RMZ
where necessary to protect reserve zone from wind
throw and terrain stability hazards. In steeper channels
with little functioning LWD designate a RMZ over the
valley flat and adjacent gully sides and retain at least
60% of the standing timber. Retained stems should be
wind firm. The RMZ should extend far enough upslope
to protect the channel from terrain stability hazards and
provide a source of LWD to the channel.
Riparian Function
S6 streams are mostly steep headwater channels.
Riparian function in these small streams depends on
stream gradient. Often no obvious riparian area is
present. Processes of snow avalanching and debris
flows dominate in channels with gradient greater than
roughly 25%.
In channels < 25 % LWD and root networks can be
important to maintain channel stability. In steep
gradient channels (>25%) riparian vegetation is
generally limited to deciduous shrubs. Locally SWD
forms short-term jams that function to provide channel
stability.
Management Strategy
In channels <25% not subject to snow avalanches and
where WD and roots are functioning to retain sediment,
establish an RMZ on both sides of the stream or over
the width of the colluvial deposit in which at least 60 %
of the basal area of the forested stand is retained.
Retained stems should be as wind firm as possible.
Channels on higher elevation, open slopes with no
riparian ecosystem and where roots and woody debris
are not functioning to retain sediment avoid mechanical
disturbance to channel banks, retain all deciduous
shrubs and as many undersized stems as possible.
Numerous cirque lakes are present in the upper
elevations of the Hellroaring MU generally above
operational areas. St Mary Lake is the only lake present
within the operating area of this MU.
Riparian Function
LWD enters the lakes from the steep slopes adjacent to
the lakeshore and creates aquatic habitat along lake
margins. In addition deciduous stands and shrubs
around the lake margins provide habitat for many birds
and mammals.
Management Strategy
Establish a RMZ along the aquatic – terrestrial interface
that is of sufficient width to protect lakeshores from
mechanical disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability
hazards. Manage towards a mixture of deciduous and
coniferous species.
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Stream type
Wetlands (W1 –
W4)

Example

W1 > 5 ha. W2 1-5
ha. (PP or IDF)
W3 1-5 ha. (not in
PP or IDF)
W4 0.25-1 ha. (in
PP or IDF)
W5 adjacent to
wetland of > ? ha.
in area
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Wetlands are present on the wide floodplain of St Mary
and Meachem Creeks. Most of the wetlands are
associated with cut-off or abandoned channels and
occur marginal to the active floodplain.
Riparian vegetation consist of deciduous species of
aspen and cottonwood and mature coniferous stands of
cedar and hemlock.
Management Strategy
Define a riparian reserve over the wetland to the edges
of the aquatic- terrestrial interface. Establish a RMZ
along the aquatic – terrestrial interface that is of
sufficient width to protect wetlands from mechanical
disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability hazards.
Manage towards a mixture of deciduous and coniferous
species.
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8.2

Lower Findlay RAU

Lower Findlay

8.2.1

Characteristics

Physical Characteristics
Te Lower Findlay RAU is underlain by steeply dipping, faulted and folded meta-sedimentary rocks of the
Middle Proterozoic Purcell Supergroup and upper Proterozoic coarse clasitc rocks of the Windemere and
Toby formations. The Lower Findlay RAU is located along the western edge of the Rocky Mountain
trench. Columbia Lake and the upper Kootenay River delineate the eastern boundary. The western
boundary is defined by the height of land of the east-facing slopes draining towards the trench.
Elevation ranges from 2300 metres along the ridge to the west of Columbia Lake to less than 900 metres
in the Kootenay River valley bottom. Peak flows in the small catchments that drain towards Columbia
Lake and the Kootenay River are of relatively short duration and occur between late April and late May.
This unit is the driest RMU’s in the Central Purcell area. Average annual precipitation ranges from 600
mm on the highest elevation ridges to 350mm in the trench.
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BEC Classification
The Lower Findlay includes IDFdm2 (dry, mild Kootenay Variant) in lowest reaches and transition to
trench. Lower to mid elevation slopes west of trench are MSdk
Natural Variability in Riparian Function
The Lower Findlay RAU is situated in the central Rocky Mountain trench NDT4 ecosystem. Most of this
landscape exhibits high frequency, lower intensity fire regimes, with riparian areas often burning across
streams. Presently much of this MU has recently burned so that the vegetation in this unit is
characterized by patches of young or variable age stands of lodgepole pine. Fire is an important woody
debris recruitment process in streams within this MU.
Flooding is not a major disturbance mechanism in this area to the low annual precipitation, short duration
freshet and ephemeral nature of many of the small east facing catchments in this unit.
Key Values
The important non-timber values to be considered when implementing riparian retention strategies and
deploying riparian budgets in this unit consist of:
1. HCVF: This unit contains several HCVFs for ecosystem restoration, ungulate winter range, and
species-at-risk. There are also HCVF for water quality and terrain stability. The HCVF mgmt
strategies for detailed management guidance in these areas.
2. Wildlife: Deer/Elk winter in most of the low elevation sections of this unit along the Kootenay River
and Findlay Flats. These dry ecosystems require ecosystem restoration due to fire suppression and
past logging. Focus tree retention on largest Fd trees and patches. Moose winter in moist areas
throughout, including the riparian area of Whitetail creek. Retain security cover around key feeding
areas (willow, dogwood) and manage for a mix of cover and forage in riparian areas. Lewis
Woodpecker: may nest in cottonwood stands along the Kootenay River and larger creeks, if open
areas are adjacent. A WHA exists near Thunder Hill in the Dutch Creek burn. Retain all large (> 30
cm dbh) Py, Fd, and Lw snags in and adjacent to riparian areas.
3. Fish: Kokanee spawn in the first 400 m of Findlay creek, where it joins the Kootenay (this is an
HCVF). The Findlay is an important spawning creek for Bull Trout. Burbot spawning occurs on the
South Side of Columbia Lake.
4. Terrestrial Habitat: In the Open Forest areas, the number of large trees and snags has been severely
reduced from logging over the past 100 years. Retain and recruit these features in riparian buffers
where possible.
6. Hardwoods: Retain the existing hardwood stands and mixed conifer-hardwood stands where they
occur.
7. Lakes and wetlands: Numerous lakes and wetlands provide some important habitat for species such
as painted turtles, and wetland birds like the Bittern. Protecting the riparian ecosystems along
lakeshores from cattle and motorized recreation is a big concern. Retain snags and deciduous trees
in reserves to provide cavities for cavity-nesting ducks.
8. Stream temperature: Small streams flowing across the lower elevation slopes in this unit are
susceptible to increases in stream temperature if riparian canopy is removed.

8.2.2

Riparian Budget

The overall budget for this assessment unit is 1470.5 ha of retention, with 45% of this required in specific
riparian classes (664.9). S4 streams make up the single biggest component of the retention
requirement.
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Table 3. Lower Findlay Riparian FSC Retention Budgets

Riparian
Feature

Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

Riparian
Class

RRZ
RMZ
Retention
ha*
ha*
Percent
15.1
13.6
30.0
L1
2.7
2.9
30.0
L2
4.3
3.5
30.0
L3
2.0
1.4
30.0
L4
0.0
0.0
30.0
NC
31.3
26.0
30.0
W1
2.0
1.6
30.0
W2
24.7
16.4
30.0
W3
0.0
0.0
30.0
W4
1.7
1.2
30.0
W5
79.0
105.3
65.0
S1
17.4
35.4
65.0
S2
161.6
117.0
65.0
S3
464.4
464.3
65.0
S4
5.5
5.0
65.0
S5a
0.0
8.3
30.0
S5b
19.3
21.8
65.0
S6a
0.0
433.9
30.0
S6b
Assessment Unit Retention Budget

Effective
RMZ ha
4.1
0.9
1.0
0.4
0.0
7.8
0.5
4.9
0.0
0.4
68.4
23.0
76.0
301.8
3.3
2.5
14.2
130.2

Total
Effective
Retention
ha
19.2
3.6
5.3
2.4
0.0
39.1
2.5
29.6
0.0
2.0
147.5
40.4
237.6
766.2
8.8
2.5
33.5
130.2
1,470.5

Class
Specific
Budget ha
12.1
2.2
3.4
1.6
0.0
25.1
1.6
19.8
0.0
1.3
63.2
13.9
129.3
371.5
4.4
0.0
15.4
0.0
664.9

*

Calculated using GIS buffering techniques to avoid double counting of overlap areas between streams, lakes and wetlands.
Calculations based off feature lengths would give inflated estimates.

8.2.3

Current Condition Assessment

The results of the current condition assessment for the Lower Findlay assessment unit are provided in
the table below and mapped in Appendix C. Budget minimums were compared with current (July 2006)
retention levels to assess consistency with FSC requirements. Both riparian class specific requirements
and overall assessment unit requirements were examined.
Table 4. Lower Findlay Current Conditions Relative to Targets
Class
Assess
Assess
Specific
Unit
Unit
Budget Retention Surplus
Riparian Riparian Budget Retention Surplus
Feature
Class
(ha)
Area (ha) / Deficit
(ha)
(ha)
/ Deficit
12.1
43.1
31.0
1,470.5
1,943.6
473.1
L1
Surplus
2.2
4.5
2.3
L2
Lake
3.4
7.3
3.9
L3
32% of
1.6
1.7
0.1
L4
Budget
0.0
0.0
0.0
NC
25.1
67.6
42.5
W1
1.6
4.1
2.5
W2
Wetland
19.8
33.0
13.3
W3
0.0
0.0
0.0
W4
1.3
2.7
1.4
W5
63.2
236.0
172.8
S1
13.9
33.0
19.1
S2
129.3
263.2
133.9
S3
371.5
537.4
165.9
Stream
S4
River
4.4
10.0
5.7
S5a
0.0
15.5
15.5
S5b
15.4
71.7
56.2
S6a
0.0
612.6
612.6
S6b
Area requirements are current met with significant surpluses occurring in all riparian classes.
Integrated Riparian Assessment for Tembec’s East Kootenay Operating Areas
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8.2.4

Riparian Management Strategy – Lower Findlay

Unit-specific rational for management strategies
The Lower Findlay RAU, situated along the western margin of the RMT, is characterized as a relatively
low elevation, arid unit. Glacial depressions contain several small, groundwater-sourced lakes. Wetlands
occur around the margins of these depressions. A few perennial streams flow from the higher elevation
ridge that forms the westernmost-boundary of this RAU. Although fire occurs frequently in this unit,
deciduous and coniferous vegetation along the margins of streams, wetlands and lakes in the lower
elevation portion of the unit plays an important role with respect to shade. Management strategies along
smaller streams and marginal to lakes and wetlands consider the importance of higher retention on
southern and western sides to maintain the function of shade.
Stream type

Example

S1a,b (> 20m)
Large Streams and
Rivers
(with fish or
community
watershed)

Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
The Kootenay River forms the eastern boundary for this
MU. Mature spruce, Douglas fir and deciduous species
provide root strength to channel banks and adjacent
forest floor.
Recruited LWD accumulates along banks and at
meanders to provide aquatic habitat.
Riparian vegetation provides protection to the forest
floor from erosion during overbank flooding.
Management Strategy
S1 reaches require a full riparian reserve over the active
floodplain. Where the channel is confined by
glaciofluvial scarps a riparian management zone
extends to the top of the scarps to manage for wind
throw and terrain hazards along the edge of the RRZ.

S2 (5-20 m)
Intermediate
Streams and
Rivers (with fish
or in community
watershed)

No Photo available

S3 (1.5 – 5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

Integrated Riparian Assessment for Tembec’s East Kootenay Operating Areas

Allen Creek a tributary to lower Findlay Creek is the
only stream identified as S2 in this MU.
Riparian Function
Almost all of the catchment area of Allen Creek was
burned in a wildfire that occurred over 20 years ago.
This channel was not field surveyed as part of this
project.
Management Strategy
No riparian strategy is provided for the channel of Allen
Creek. There is no merchantable timber within this
catchment.
Riparian Function
Most of the perennial streams in this AU are identified
as S3.
Deciduous shrubs, cottonwood, birch, aspen and a mix
of conifers including spruce, larch, cedar and fir provide
complexity and shade to the channels, which is an
important function in this RAU.
Small and large woody debris provide channel stability
in intermediate gradient reaches.
Management Strategy
Designate a RRZ over the valley flat if present. Where
there is no valley flat or obvious riparian ecosystem,
retain a minimum of 60% of the stand on both sides of
the channel for a sufficient width to retain the function
of shade (see comments in Section 5.1.2C) and avoid
disturbance to stream banks. Retain all LWD that is
spanning or suspended above the channels and retain as
much of the deciduous and coniferous under story as
possible on either side of the stream channel.
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Stream type

Example

S4 (<1.5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

5a (>3m)
a) Domestic
watershed, &/or
b) <500 m
upstream of fishbearing stream,
&/or
c) not fish bearing
or domestic
watershed but
>10m

Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Although there are many S4 streams delineated in this
MU most of these are swales that do not contain
streams. S4 streams in this RAU occur adjacent to
small lakes and the Kootenay River. Riparian vegetation
consists of deciduous species including birch and
cottonwood as well as a mix of coniferous species.
Shade is an important function of riparian vegetation
along these small streams.
Management Strategy
Designate RRZ within the swales that contain these S4
streams. Where the stream is not contained in a swale,
establish a RMZ on both sides of the stream in which at
least 60 % of the basal area of the forested stand is
retained. Species retained should include a mix of
species and ages. Retained stems should be wind firm.
Retention should be higher on southern and western
sides of streams.
Riparian Function
Very few S5 streams are delineated in this RAU.
Management Strategy
General strategies are not developed for S5 streams in
this unit. See section 5.1.2 for guidance.

No Pictures available

S5b (3-10m)
Fish absent,
Not domestic and,
>500 m upstream
of fish bearing
stream
S6a (0.5<3m)
Small streams
not in a
community
watershed or fish
bearing but,
a) in domestic
watershed &/or
b) <250m
upstream from fish
bearing stream.
S6b
Not community
watershed or fish
bearing but
a) 0.5-3 m and not
domestic
watershed and
>250 m from fish
bearing stream
b)<0.5m wide

Integrated Riparian Assessment for Tembec’s East Kootenay Operating Areas

Riparian Function
S6 streams occur at the upper elevations of the eastfacing catchments that drain towards the Kootenay
River. Most of these are ephemeral and flow only
during snowmelt. Fire plays an important role in
riparian function in this MU. Many of the upper
elevation slopes in the lower Findlay MU have been
burnt in the past several decades. LWD recruited in the
decades following fires provides structure and stability
to the stream channels. Deciduous shrubs provide shade
to perennial streams.
Management Strategy
Designate RMZ over the valley flat or for the width or
the riparian ecosystem. Retain at least 60% of the
coniferous trees and all of the deciduous species and
previously burnt stems. Avoid mechanical disturbance
to stream banks.
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Stream type
Lakes (L1 – L4)

Example

L1 > 5 ha
L2 (1-5ha in PP or
IDF)
L3 (1-5ha not in
PP or IDF)
L4 (0.25-1ha)

Wetlands (W1 –
W4)
W1 > 5 ha. W2 1-5
ha. (PP or IDF)
W3 1-5 ha. (not in
PP or IDF)
W4 0.25-1 ha. (in
PP or IDF)
W5 adjacent to
wetland of > ? ha.
in area

Integrated Riparian Assessment for Tembec’s East Kootenay Operating Areas

Riparian Management Guidance
Numerous lakes are present in the Lower Findlay MU.
Lakes generally occur in glacial depressions and have
minimal or no surface flow into or out of the lake.
Riparian Function
LWD enters the lakes from the immediate margins of
the lakeshore and creates aquatic habitat along lake
margins. Shade from standing riparian vegetation
including Douglas fir, spruce, pine, larch, cottonwood,
birch and aspen around lake margins contributes
towards aquatic habitat.
Management Strategy
Establish a RRZ along the aquatic – terrestrial interface
that is of sufficient width to preserve riparian function.
Designate an RMZ of sufficient width to reduce the
potential for windthrow in the RRZ.

Riparian Function
Wetlands occur adjacent to the Kootenay River,
Columbia Lake and Lower Findlay Creek. In at least
one location along the Kootenay River beaver dams
contribute to wetland development.
Deciduous trees, shrubs and spruce are the primary
riparian vegetation adjacent to wetland areas.
Management Strategy
Define a riparian reserve over the wetland to the edges
of the aquatic- terrestrial interface. Establish a RMZ
along the aquatic – terrestrial interface that is of
sufficient width to protect wetlands from mechanical
disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability hazards.
Manage towards a mixture of deciduous and coniferous
species.
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8.3

Matthew RAU

8.3.1

Characteristics

Physical Characteristics
The Matthew RAU includes Matthew, Houle and Kimberley Creeks. The area is underlain by Middle
Proterozoic Aldridge formation argillites, quartzites and fine textured sediments. Thick glaciofluvial
deposits underlie the lower relief portions of Kimberley and Houle Creeks. Fine textured glaciofluvial and
glaciolacustrine terraces mantle the lower valley sides of Matthew Creek and deliver large volumes of
sediment to the main stem channel.
Elevations range from over 2700 metres in Matthew Creek to 900 metres along the St Mary River in the
southern portion of the MU. Elevations in Kimberley and Houle Creeks are much lower. Sullivan Hill that
drains southeastward towards Kimberley Creek is just over 1800 metres.
Due to their low elevations, peak flows in Kimberley and Houle Creeks typically occur early in the spring
melt in April or early May. Peak flows typically occur in Matthew Creek in late May through to Late June
and are driven by snowmelt from high elevation alpine slopes.
BEC Classification
Kimberley and Houle Creeks are situated on the western margin of the Rocky Mountain Trench. This
region includes IDFdm2 (dry, mild Kootenay Variant) in lowest reaches and transition to trench. Lower to
mid elevation slopes west of trench are MSdk . Matthew Creek which drains south into the St Mary River
lies on the divide between the Moist and Dry climatic regions and includes the MSdk, ICHmk1 regions at
the lower elevations and ESSFdk above roughly 1600 metres. Alpine tundra is present above roughly
2200 metres.
Natural Variability in Riparian Function
Fire is the dominant disturbance agent in Kimberley and Houle Creeks. This area lies within the NDT4
ecosystem and has a high recurrence interval for fire. Much of the stand is presently age class 6 or
higher. The main channel of Kimberley Creek contains very little LWD. The low relief results in most of
the fires burning through the riparian areas.
Flooding is a major agent of riparian disturbance in the Matthew Creek area. Multiple levees on the
floodplain of Matthew Creek suggest that major channel forming floods occur every two to three decades
in this watershed.

Integrated Riparian Assessment for Tembec’s East Kootenay Operating Areas
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Key Values
The important non-timber values to be considered when implementing riparian retention strategies and
deploying riparian budgets in this unit consist of:
1. HCVF: This unit contains an HCVFs for caribou in upper Matthew, an HCVF in the Kimberly
Nature Park, and HCVF along Matthew Creek. There are also HCVF for water quality along
Matthew Creek and HCVF for flooding along Kimberly Creek. Matthew Creek and Kimberly
Creek are designated community watersheds. See the HCVF mgmt strategies for detailed
management guidance in these areas.
2. Wildlife: Deer/Elk winter in most of the low elevation sections of this unit above the St. Mary
River. These dry ecosystems require ecosystem restoration due to fire suppression and past
logging. Focus tree retention on largest Fd trees and patches. Moose winter in mid-elevation
moist areas throughout. Retain security cover around key feeding areas (willow, dogwood) and
manage for a mix of cover and forage in riparian areas. A WHA for Coere d’alane Salamander is
present on Mark Creek.
3. Fish: Bull Trout spawn and rear young in St. Mary River and Westslope Cutthroat are present in
all life stages in the St. Mary River.
4. Terrestrial Habitat: Numerous OGMAs occur along the creeks.

8.3.2

Riparian Budget

The overall budget for this assessment unit is 1,028.7 ha of retention, with 46% of this required in
specific riparian classes (470.0). S4 streams make up the single biggest component of the retention
requirement.
Table 5. Matthew Riparian FSC Retention Budgets

Riparian
Feature

Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

Riparian
Class

RRZ
RMZ
Retention
ha*
ha*
Percent
0.0
0.0
30.0
L1
0.0
0.0
30.0
L2
8.9
6.6
30.0
L3
0.0
0.0
30.0
L4
0.0
0.0
30.0
NC
6.1
3.8
30.0
W1
0.0
0.0
30.0
W2
3.2
2.1
30.0
W3
0.0
0.0
30.0
W4
0.0
0.0
30.0
W5
14.7
20.1
65.0
S1
169.3
194.6
65.0
S2
85.2
61.8
65.0
S3
281.2
204.4
65.0
S4
0.0
0.0
65.0
S5a
0.0
0.0
30.0
S5b
18.9
19.9
65.0
S6a
0.0
373.1
30.0
S6b
Assessment Unit Retention Budget

Effective
RMZ ha
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
1.1
0.0
0.6
0.0
0.0
13.0
126.5
40.2
132.8
0.0
0.0
13.0
111.9

Total
Effective
Retention
ha
0.0
0.0
10.8
0.0
0.0
7.3
0.0
3.8
0.0
0.0
27.8
295.9
125.4
414.0
0.0
0.0
31.9
111.9
1,028.7

Class
Specific
Budget ha
0.0
0.0
7.1
0.0
0.0
4.9
0.0
2.5
0.0
0.0
11.8
135.5
68.1
225.0
0.0
0.0
15.1
0.0
470.0

*

Calculated using GIS buffering techniques to avoid double counting of overlap areas between streams, lakes and wetlands.
Calculations based off feature lengths would give inflated estimates.

8.3.3

Current Condition Assessment

The results of the current condition assessment for the Matthew assessment unit are provided in the
table below and mapped in Appendix C. Budget minimums were compared with current (July 2006)
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retention levels to assess consistency with FSC requirements.
and overall assessment unit requirements were examined.
Table 6. Matthew Current Conditions Relative to Targets
Class
Specific
Riparian Riparian Budget Retention Surplus
Feature
Class
(ha)
Area (ha) / Deficit
0.0
0.0
0.0
L1
0.0
0.0
0.0
L2
Lake
7.1
25.1
18.1
L3
0.0
0.0
0.0
L4
0.0
0.0
0.0
NC
4.9
12.7
7.8
W1
0.0
0.0
0.0
W2
Wetland
2.5
7.7
5.2
W3
0.0
0.0
0.0
W4
0.0
0.0
0.0
W5
11.8
36.6
24.8
S1
135.5
429.2
293.7
S2
68.1
218.3
150.2
S3
225.0
372.2
147.3
Stream
S4
River
0.0
0.0
0.0
S5a
0.0
0.0
0.0
S5b
15.1
64.1
49.0
S6a
0.0
619.8
619.8
S6b

Both riparian class specific requirements

Assess
Unit
Budget
(ha)
1,028.7

Assess
Unit
Retention
(ha)
1,785.7

Surplus
/ Deficit
757.0
Surplus
74% of
Budget

Area requirements are current met with significant surpluses occurring in all riparian classes.
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8.3.4

Riparian Management Strategy - Matthew

Unit-specific rational for management strategies
This RAU includes two distinct physiographic regions; Matthew Creek and Kimberley Creek. Riparian
function is very different between these two regions but an effort has been made to include strategies for
both in this table. In Matthew Creek, riparian vegetation provides protection to channel banks along the
lower main stem. LWD is that enters along the lower reaches is flushed down to the fan where it
contributes to aquatic habitat. Riparian reserves are required on active floodplain and a high retention
RMZ is recommended where the floodplain is confined by terrace scarps or steep valley sides. Riparian
vegetation plays an important role in maintaining channel structure in streams less than 5 meters wide
and 15% in this RAU. The upper reaches of Matthew are classified as S3 and require RRZ’s over the
valley flat along lower gradient sections. Riparian reserves are also recommended along S5 streams with
gradients less than 15%. Most of the S6 streams are outside of operable areas. In Matthew Creek
stream power is too high for LWD to be effective. S6 channels on lower valley slopes (<25%) require
RMZ’s with at least 30% retention.
Stream type

Example

S1a,b (> 20m)
Large Streams and
Rivers
(with fish or
community
watershed)

S2 (5-20 m)
Intermediate
Streams and
Rivers (with fish
or in community
watershed)

Integrated Riparian Assessment for Tembec’s East Kootenay Operating Areas

Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Mathew Creek below the Marysville intake is classified
as S1. Mature spruce, lodgepole pine and deciduous
species provide resiliency to channel banks and forest
floor.
Recruited LWD accumulates in jams on lateral and
medial bars and at meanders to provide aquatic habitat
and influence channel structure.
Management Strategy
S1 reaches require a full riparian reserve over the active
floodplain. Where the channel is confined by
glaciofluvial scarps a riparian management zone
extends to the top of the scarps to manage for wind
throw and terrain hazards along the edge of the RRZ.
Riparian Function
Mature spruce, balsam fir and deciduous species
provide root strength to channel banks and adjacent
forest floor along Matthew main stem channel above the
intake.
Recruited LWD accumulates along banks and at
meanders to provide structure and aquatic habitat.
Where channel width is less than 10 metres LWD
functions in jams spanning the channel to create channel
structure and aquatic habitat.
Management Strategy
S2 reaches of the Matthew Creek RAU require a
riparian reserve zone over the valley flat and a riparian
management zone of sufficient width or to the top of a
glaciofluvial terraces to manage for wind throw and sed.
delivery hazards.
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Stream type

Example

S3 (1.5 – 5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

S4 (<1.5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

Integrated Riparian Assessment for Tembec’s East Kootenay Operating Areas

Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Many streams in Kimberley Creek and upper reaches
Matthew Creek are S3. Riparian function is dependent
on stream power. In the main tributaries of Matthew
Creek LWD functions in long term jams to create
channel structure and reduce bedload transport rates.
Deciduous shrubs, spruce and balsam fir provide root
strength to channel banks and adjacent forest floor. As
stream gradient increases LWD function decreases. In
Kimberley Creek riparian function includes shade to the
channels.
Management Strategy
Designate a RRZ over the valley flat. Where there is no
valley flat or obvious riparian ecosystem the level of
retention will depend on gradient. In channels with
gradients less than 15% designat a RRZ of sufficient
width to provide ongoing source of LWD and protection
to channel banks. Channels between 15 and 25% retain
a minimum of 60% of the standing timber and avoid
disturbance to stream banks. Retain all LWD that is
spanning or suspended above the channels and retain as
much of the deciduous and coniferous understory as
possible on either side of the stream channel. Retain a
minimum of 30% of the standing timber along channels
with gradients greater than 25% that display some
evidence of functioning LWD. For Kimberley Creek
strategies see Lower Findlay and comments in Section
5.1.2C.
Riparian Function
Most of the tributaries to Kimberley Creek are S4.
Many of the S4 streams on the east-facing slopes of
Sullivan Hill do not have riparian ecosystems.
In many of these channels roots, branches and woody
debris from the adjacent stands provide shade, bank
resiliency and, in some streams, channel structure. In
Matthew Creek S4 streams are the lower reaches of
steep tributary channels just above the confluence with
the main channels.
Management Strategy
In Matthew Creek see comments for Hellroaring. In
Kimberley Creek avoid mechanical disturbance to
stream banks. Maintain a riparian management zone on
both sides of the stream in which at least 50% of the
stand is retained including dead pine.
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Stream type

Example

5a (>3m)
a) Domestic
watershed, &/or
b) <500 m
upstream of fishbearing stream,
&/or
c) not fish bearing
or domestic
watershed but
>10m
S5b (3-10m)
Fish absent,
Not domestic and,
>500 m upstream
of fish bearing
stream

S6a (0.5<3m)
Small streams
not in a
community
watershed or fish
bearing but,
a) in domestic
watershed &/or
b) <250m
upstream from fish
bearing stream.
S6b
Not community
watershed or fish
bearing but
a) 0.5-3 m and not
domestic
watershed and
>250 m from fish
bearing stream
b)<0.5m wide
Lakes (L1 – L4)
L1 > 5 ha
L2 (1-5ha in PP or
IDF)
L3 (1-5ha not in
PP or IDF)
L4 (0.25-1ha)
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Most of the larger tributary channels to Matthew main
stem are S5a.
Stream power is too high in many of these channels for
long term LWD function. Channels with gradients less
than 15% may have some LWD functioning in jams. In
steeper channels root systems of mature trees provide
resiliency to channel banks. Deciduous shrubs typically
colonize channel banks and sediment bars following
disturbance. Root systems from deciduous shrubs
provide stability to banks and bars as well as leaf litter
to that creates soil on scoured surfaces.
Management Strategy
Along lower gradient channels (<15%) designate RRZ
over the width of the valley flat and/or floodplain and a
RMZ where necessary to protect reserve zone from
wind throw and terrain stability hazards. In steeper
channels (>15%) where LWD is not functioning in the
channel (eg. tributaries in the Bootleg area) designate a
RMZ over the valley flat and lower valley sides (over
the gully) and retain at least 60% of the stand comprised
of the most wind firm stems. Avoid disturbance to
channel banks.
Riparian Function
Riparian function in these small S6 streams depends on
stream gradient and elevation. Most of the S6 streams in
Matthew Creek are alpine headwater channels. Snow
avalanches and debris flows are frequent and riparian
vegetation is generally limited to deciduous shrubs.
Management Strategy
Most of these streams are outside of operable areas.
Where these streams occur within areas proposed for
harvesting and contain some functioning woody debris
designate a RMZ over the width of the gully and retain
at least 30% of the stand. A higher level of retention is
warranted where roots or LWD from streamside trees
are providing some structure to the channels. Retained
stems should be windfirm and include a mix of species.

Small lakes are present in the Kimberley Creek
watershed. The lakes occur in glacial depressions
(meltwater channels formed during deglaciation). Water
levels in the lakes fluctuate seasonally.
Riparian Function
LWD enters the lakes from the adjacent lakeshore and
creates aquatic habitat along lake margins. Riparian
vegetation also provides shade to the small lakes.
Management Strategy
Establish a RMZ along the aquatic – terrestrial interface
that is of sufficient width to protect lakeshores from
mechanical disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability
hazards. Retain a minimum of 60% of the standing
timber (including beetle killed pine) with heavier
retention along the southwest, south and southeast
lakeshores.
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Stream type
Wetlands (W1 –
W4)
W1 > 5 ha. W2 1-5
ha. (PP or IDF)
W3 1-5 ha. (not in
PP or IDF)
W4 0.25-1 ha. (in
PP or IDF)
W5 adjacent to
wetland of > ? ha.
in area

Example

No pictures available
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Wetlands occur along the margins of the small lakes
and in the paraglacial depressions in Kimberley Creek.
Management Strategy
Define a RRZ over the wetland to the edges of the
aquatic- terrestrial interface. Establish a RMZ along the
aquatic – terrestrial interface that is of sufficient width
to protect wetlands from mechanical disturbance, wind
throw and terrain stability hazards. Manage towards a
mixture of deciduous and coniferous species.
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8.4

Redding RAU

8.4.1

Characteristics

Physical Characteristics
Redding Creek drains some of the highest elevation terrain in the southern Purcell mountain range.
Elevations range from over 2700 metres at the southern headwaters to just under 1000 metres at the
confluence with St. Mary River. The region is characterized by steep rugged slopes with deeply incised
valleys. All of the 1st order tributaries draining from the ridges are snow avalanche and debris flow
channels. The area is underlain by steeply faulted middle Proterozoic argillites, siltstones, quartize and
carbonate rocks. Glaciofluvial or kame terraces mantle the lower valley sides and have contributed large
volumes of sediment to Redding Creek through debris slides in the past. Numerous natural and road
related failures occur in this relatively unconsolidated material along the lower reaches of Redding
Creek.
This area receives close to 2000 mm of precipitation annually. Most precipitation falls as snow during the
winter months. Peak flows are driven by snowmelt from high elevation alpine slopes and generally occur
in June.
BEC Classification
Biogeoclimatic zone in the Redding RAU include (from east to west and low to high) ICHmk1, ICHdm,
ESSFdk, and Parkland (AT) above approximately 2200 metres.
Natural Variability in Riparian Function
Fires occur relatively frequently on ridges and open slopes in this unit but seldom burn across the steeply
incised riparian areas. Floods, debris flows and snow avalanches are the main agent of riparian
disturbance in the Redding RAU. Snow avalanches occur with the greatest frequency and as a result
riparian vegetation along most of the S6 to S3 streams consist of stands of willow, alder and young
coniferous trees. Debris floods resulting from rapid melting of the high elevation snow pack is the primary
channel forming mechanism in this unit. Very little functioning LWD is present in streams of the Redding
RAU due to high discharges and steep gradients. Most LWD that enters these streams is broken up and
distributed along channel margins.
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1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Key Values
The important non-timber values to be considered when implementing riparian retention strategies and
deploying riparian budgets in this unit consist of:
HCVF: This unit contains an HCVFs for caribou and grizzly bear in upper Redding Creek, and HCVF
along lower Redding Creek for riparian values, and an HCVF adjacent to Baker Creek for White Pine.
There is also an HCVF on upper Redding creek and the drainage above this area for the spawning area
for Bull Trout. See the HCVF mgmt strategies for detailed management guidance in these areas.
Wildlife: There is very little UWR in this unit, but Moose will winter along lower Redding Creek. Retain
security cover adjacent to key feeding patches (dogwood, willows) and manage for a mixture of forage
and cover. Retain patches of mature and old spruce in riparian reserves. Mountain Goat licks occur
along Redding Creek on sloughs of exposed mineral soil. Be alert for these areas and the trails leading
to them, and consult the mountain goat strategy in Tembec’s SFMP for management recommendations.
Grizzly: This unit provides important grizzly habitat. Retain security cover (2x sight distance) around
riparian feeding areas (sedges, horsetails, skunk cabbage).
Fish: Bull Trout spawn in upper Redding Creek.
Terrestrial Habitat: Numerous OGMAs occur along lower Redding Creek.
Hardwoods: Retain the existing hardwood stands and mixed conifer-hardwood stands where they occur,
mainly along Redding Creek near the confluence with the St. Mary River.

8.4.2

Riparian Budget

The overall budget for this assessment unit is 1,141.8 ha of retention, with 40% of this required in
specific riparian classes (455.4). S4 streams make up the single biggest component of the retention
requirement.
Table 7. Redding Riparian FSC Retention Budgets

Riparian
Feature

Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

Riparian
Class

RRZ
RMZ
Retention
ha*
ha*
Percent
4.4
4.3
30.0
L1
0.0
0.0
30.0
L2
2.1
2.4
30.0
L3
0.0
0.0
30.0
L4
0.0
0.0
30.0
NC
7.5
5.0
30.0
W1
0.0
0.0
30.0
W2
8.6
4.0
30.0
W3
0.0
0.0
30.0
W4
0.0
0.0
30.0
W5
139.0
168.0
65.0
S1
216.4
276.0
65.0
S2
17.6
12.1
65.0
S3
145.0
98.9
65.0
S4
27.6
30.4
65.0
S5a
0.0
113.4
30.0
S5b
1.2
2.2
65.0
S6a
0.0
506.4
30.0
S6b
Assessment Unit Retention Budget

Effective
RMZ ha
1.3
0.0
0.7
0.0
0.0
1.5
0.0
1.2
0.0
0.0
109.2
179.4
7.8
64.3
19.7
34.0
1.4
151.9

Total
Effective
Retention
ha
5.6
0.0
2.9
0.0
0.0
9.0
0.0
9.8
0.0
0.0
248.2
395.8
25.5
209.2
47.3
34.0
2.7
151.9
1,141.8

Class
Specific
Budget ha
3.5
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
6.0
0.0
6.9
0.0
0.0
111.2
173.1
14.1
116.0
22.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
455.4

*

Calculated using GIS buffering techniques to avoid double counting of overlap areas between streams, lakes and wetlands.
Calculations based off feature lengths would give inflated estimates.
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8.4.3

Current Condition Assessment

The results of the current condition assessment for the Redding assessment unit are provided in the
table below and mapped in Appendix C. Budget minimums were compared with current (July 2006)
retention levels to assess consistency with FSC requirements. Both riparian class specific requirements
and overall assessment unit requirements were examined.
Table 8. Redding Current Conditions Relative to Targets
Class
Specific
Riparian Riparian Budget Retention Surplus
(ha)
Feature
Class
Area (ha) / Deficit
3.5
16.1
12.6
L1
0.0
0.0
0.0
L2
Lake
1.7
9.8
8.1
L3
0.0
0.0
0.0
L4
0.0
0.0
0.0
NC
6.0
18.0
12.0
W1
0.0
0.0
0.0
W2
Wetland
6.9
23.5
16.6
W3
0.0
0.0
0.0
W4
0.0
0.0
0.0
W5
111.2
540.2
429.0
S1
173.1
783.3
610.2
S2
14.1
55.3
41.3
S3
116.0
225.5
109.5
Stream
S4
River
22.0
111.3
89.3
S5a
0.0
218.6
218.6
S5b
1.0
9.3
8.3
S6a
0.0
1026.6
1026.6
S6b

Assess
Unit
Budget
(ha)
1,141.8

Assess
Unit
Retention
(ha)
3,037.5

Surplus
/ Deficit
1,895.7
Surplus
166% of
Budget

Area requirements are current met with significant surpluses occurring in all riparian classes.
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8.4.4

Riparian Management Strategy - Redding

Unit-specific rational for management strategies
Redding RAU is a very high energy fluvial system. The function of riparian vegetation is limited to
providing armor to channel bank and adjacent valley floor along all stream classes. Redding Creek is
confined by steep valley sides for most of its length. A high retention RMZ is recommended on these
steep valley sides along S1 and S2 reaches to minimize increases in sediment delivery to the channel.
Reserve zones are recommended on the valley flat of S3 to S5 channels due to the frequent shifting of
channel location. Retention levels in RMZ’s along S3 to S6 streams are relatively low in recognition of
the limited function of riparian vegetation in this RAU.
Stream type

Example

S1a,b (> 20m)
Large Streams and
Rivers
(with fish or
community
watershed)

S2 (5-20 m)
Intermediate
Streams and
Rivers (with fish
or in community
watershed)

S3 (1.5 – 5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
The lower main stem of Redding Creek is designated as
S1. Redding Creek occupies a wide active floodplain
vegetated with mature stands of cedar, hemlock, spruce
and deciduous trees occur along the lower reaches.
Recruited LWD accumulates in jams along banks and at
meanders to provide aquatic habitat.
In unconfined reaches riparian vegetation provides
protection to the forest floor from erosion during
overbank flooding.
Management Strategy
S1 reaches require a full riparian reserve over the active
floodplain. Where the channel is confined by
glaciofluvial scarps a riparian management zone
extends to the top of the scarps to manage for wind
throw and terrain hazards along the edge of the RRZ.
Riparian Function
Mature spruce, balsam fir and deciduous species
provide root strength to channel banks and adjacent
forest floor.
Recruited LWD accumulates along banks and at
meanders to provide aquatic habitat.
Stream power is too high in Redding Creek so most
LWD that enters the channel is carried downstream to
meanders and accumulates in lateral. Mature vegetation
provides root strength to channel banks and adjacent
valley flats.
Management Strategy
S2 reaches of Redding Creek require a riparian reserve
zone over the valley flat and a riparian management
zone of sufficient width or to the top of a topographic
break to manage for wind throw and sed. delivery
hazards.
Riparian Function
S3 streams are generally the lower reaches of steep
headwater tributaries. Stream power is very high in this
unit so functioning LWD is not present in these streams.
Deciduous shrubs, spruce and balsam fir provide root
strength to channel banks and adjacent forest floor.
Management Strategy
Designate a RRZ over the valley flat. Where the S3
stream occurs on a depositional feature such as a cone
or fan, designate a RRZ over the width and length of the
depositional feature.
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Stream type
S4 (<1.5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

Example

No picture available

5a (>3m)
a) Domestic
watershed, &/or
b) <500 m
upstream of fishbearing stream,
&/or
c) not fish bearing
or domestic
watershed but
>10m
S5b (3-10m)
Fish absent,
Not domestic and,
>500 m upstream
of fish bearing
stream

Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Generally S4 streams are moderate gradient (<25%)
lower reaches of 1st order streams that drain from the
sides of the main Redding valley. The bed load in these
channels consists of coarse textured colluvium. These
channels generally do not have a developed riparian
area but flow over material deposited from snow
avalanches and debris flows (colluvial cone).
Roots, branches and woody debris from the adjacent
stands provide protection to the forest floor and banks.
Management Strategy
Designate a RRZ on both sides of the stream or over the
width of the collvial feature. See comments as for S3
Riparian Function
The largest tributaries to Redding Cr are designated as
S5. Riparian vegetation plays a limited role in channel
structure in the S5 streams in the Redding RAU.
Root systems of trees and deciduous shrubs provide
resiliency to channel banks
Deciduous shrubs typically colonize channel banks and
sediment bars following disturbance. Root systems from
deciduous shrubs provide stability to banks and bars as
well as leaf litter to that creates soil on scoured surfaces.
Management Strategy
Riparian reserve zones over the width of the valley flat
and/or floodplain and a RMZ where necessary to protect
reserve zone from wind throw and terrain stability
hazards.

Riparian Function
S6 streams in the Redding RAU occur on upper
elevation slopes and are dominated by snow avalanches
and debris flows.
In steep gradient channels riparian vegetation is
generally limited to deciduous shrubs that to provide
some stability to channel banks and valley flat.
Management Strategy
Most of these S6 streams are above operable areas. S6
streams on lower elevation slopes may require a RMZ
where vegetation is providing protection to channel
banks. The width and retention level of the RMZ along
these streams will be site specific. In general where the
channel is well defined, retention levels of 0 to 30%
would likely be sufficient to maintain riparian function.
Where the channel is unconfined and able to shift across
a wide area the level of retention and width of the RMZ
will depend on the importance of the stand to provide
protection to the forest floor. In these areas a higher
levels (> 30%) of retention may be necessary.

S6a (0.5<3m)
Small streams
not in a
community
watershed or fish
bearing but,
a) in domestic
watershed &/or
b) <250m
upstream from fish
bearing stream.
S6b
Not community
watershed or fish
bearing but
a) 0.5-3 m and not
domestic
watershed and
>250 m from fish
bearing stream
b)<0.5m wide

Lakes (L1 – L4)
L1 > 5 ha
L2 (1-5ha in PP or
IDF)
L3 (1-5ha not in
PP or IDF)
L4 (0.25-1ha)

The only lakes in this unit occur in high
elevation alpine cirques.
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Stream type
Wetlands (W1 –
W4)

Example

W1 > 5 ha. W2 1-5
ha. (PP or IDF)
W3 1-5 ha. (not in
PP or IDF)
W4 0.25-1 ha. (in
PP or IDF)
W5 adjacent to
wetland of > ? ha.
in area

8.5

Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Wetlands occur marginal to Redding Creek in the lower
reaches near the confluence with St Mary River.
Wetlands form as Redding Creek migrates across the
floodplain and channels are cut off from the main flow.
These channels become vegetated with deciduous
shrubs and young conifers in the decades following
abandonment.
Management Strategy
Define a riparian reserve over the wetland to the edges
of the aquatic- terrestrial interface. Establish a RMZ
along the aquatic – terrestrial interface that is of
sufficient width to protect wetlands from mechanical
disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability hazards..

Skookumchuck RAU
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8.5.1

Characteristics

Physical Characteristics
The Skookumchuck RMU is characterized by narrow, steep, v-shaped valleys that drain eastward
towards the Kootenay River. The underlying bedrock geology consists of schistose Proterozoic
sedimentary rocks of the Purcell Supergroup in the eastern portion of the MU and coarse textured
granodiorite intrusive rocks in the western portion of the MU. Thick glaciofluvial and glaciolacustrine
deposits mantle the lower valley slopes along the main stem of the Skookumchuck Creek below Buhl
Creek and eastern tributaries (Sandown, Bradford Cr). Ravelling and sloughing of these deposits provide
a continual source of fine textured sediment to lower Skookumchuck Creek. Valleys are forested to
approximately 2100 meters and above this steep bedrock slopes are exposed at the upper-most
headwaters. Colluvial processes of snow avalanches and debris flows dominate in the headwater gullies.
Skookumchuck Creek has a meandering, single thread, boulder plane-bed to cobble riffle-pool
morphology through most of the RMU. Large woody debris occurs on lateral bars along channel margins
or in jams at meanders.
Precipitation varies with elevation. The highest elevations receive up to 1800 mm of precipitation
annually (primarily as snow) and the lower elevations in the eastern portion of the MU receive less than
450 mm annually – most falling as rain during spring and summer months. Peak flows in Skookumchuck
Creek are driven primarily by snowmelt and generally occur between late May and late June.
BEC Classification
The uppermost elevations of the Skookumchuck RMU above 2100 metres are Alpine Tundra. Midelevation slopes throughout the MU are identified as Englemann Spruce – Subalpine Fir (dry cool)
subzone. The lower valley slopes of the larger main stem channels are classified as Montane Spruce
(dry cool). Valley bottoms in eastern portion of this MU are classified as Interior Douglas Fir (dry mild)
subzone.
Natural Variability in Riparian Function
The return interval of stand replacing fires in the MSdk is estimated at 50-130 years in the east Kootenay
area (Foresite, 2005). The return interval of stand replacing fires in the IDFdm2 is reported as less than
40 years for low to mixed severity fires (Foresite, 2005). Return intervals of approximately 100 to 200
years are also reported for stand-replacing fires in the ESSFdk zone (Foresite 2005).
Fire plays a substantial role in riparian disturbance and LWD recruitment in the lower gradient headwater
streams in the eastern portion of this MU. However fire was not identified as a significant disturbance
mechanism in the steeper tributaries in the central and western portions of the unit or in the main valleys
above the confluence of Sandown Creek.
Flooding associated with rapid snowmelt from steep sided tributary valleys is the primary riparian
disturbance mechanism in the central and western portions of this management unit. Debris floods and
snow avalanches at the highest elevations transport sediment and debris to higher order channels.
Flooding in the larger main stem channels results in recruitment of LWD from undercut banks. Flooding
also causes complexity to channel pattern and riparian vegetation through lateral migration and
avulsions at meanders.
Key Values
The important non-timber values to be considered when implementing riparian retention strategies and
deploying riparian budgets in this unit consist of:
1. HCVF: This unit contains an HCVF for caribou in Buhl Creek, and HCVF for grizzly in upper
Skookumchuck Creek. HCVF for riparian areas are located along Buhl Creek, Skookumchuck
Creek, and Sandown Creek. There are also HCVF for water quality along Buhl/Skookumchuck,
and an HCVF for fisheries values in the Sandown drainage. See the HCVF mgmt strategies for
detailed management guidance in these areas.
2. Wildlife: Deer/Elk Some early winter habitat is present in lower Sandown Creek. Focus tree
retention on largest Fd trees and patches. Moose winter along Skookumchuck Creek and
Sandown Creek. Retain security cover around key feeding areas (willow, dogwood) and manage
for a mix of cover and forage in riparian areas. Grizzly: This unit provides important grizzly
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habitat. Retain security cover (2x sight distance) around riparian feeding areas (sedges,
horsetails, skunk cabbage).
3. Fish: Bull Trout spawn in the Skookumchuck River. Westslope Cutthroat spawn in tributaries of
Sandown Creek.
4. Terrestrial Habitat: Numerous OGMAs occur along the creeks in this unit.
5. Wetlands/Lakes; important wetlands occur along Sandown Creek that were created by Beaver.
Retain snags and hardwoods to provide cavity sites for cavity nesting ducks.
Maps illustrating the spatial location of most riparian values are included for each RAU in Appendix B.

8.5.2

Riparian Budget

The overall budget for this assessment unit is 2,518.1 ha of retention, with 41% of this required in
specific riparian classes (1,045.0). S4 streams make up the single biggest component of the retention
requirement.
Table 9. Skookumchuk Riparian FSC Retention Budgets

Riparian
Feature

Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

Riparian
Class

RRZ
RMZ
Retention
ha*
ha*
Percent
15.8
10.0
30.0
L1
0.0
0.0
30.0
L2
16.1
8.0
30.0
L3
0.0
0.0
30.0
L4
0.0
0.0
30.0
NC
25.2
13.6
30.0
W1
0.0
0.0
30.0
W2
31.1
20.7
30.0
W3
0.0
0.0
30.0
W4
3.6
2.4
30.0
W5
31.6
39.9
65.0
S1
179.8
374.4
65.0
S2
141.6
94.7
65.0
S3
685.1
676.8
65.0
S4
58.0
56.3
65.0
S5a
0.0
51.0
30.0
S5b
118.2
120.0
65.0
S6a
0.0
982.6
30.0
S6b
Assessment Unit Retention Budget

Effective
RMZ ha
3.0
0.0
2.4
0.0
0.0
4.1
0.0
6.2
0.0
0.7
25.9
243.4
61.5
440.0
36.6
15.3
78.0
294.8

Total
Effective
Retention
ha
18.8
0.0
18.5
0.0
0.0
29.3
0.0
37.3
0.0
4.3
57.5
423.2
203.1
1125.1
94.6
15.3
196.1
294.8
2,518.1

Class
Specific
Budget ha
12.7
0.0
12.9
0.0
0.0
20.2
0.0
24.9
0.0
2.9
25.3
143.9
113.3
548.1
46.4
0.0
94.5
0.0
1,045.0

*

Calculated using GIS buffering techniques to avoid double counting of overlap areas between streams, lakes and wetlands.
Calculations based off feature lengths would give inflated estimates.

8.5.3

Current Condition Assessment

The results of the current condition assessment for the Skookumchuk assessment unit are provided in
the table below and mapped in Appendix C. Budget minimums were compared with current (July 2006)
retention levels to assess consistency with FSC requirements. Both riparian class specific requirements
and overall assessment unit requirements were examined.
Table 10. Skookumchuk Current Conditions Relative to Targets

Riparian
Feature

Riparian
Class

Class
Specific
Budget
(ha)

Retention
Area (ha)

Surplus
/ Deficit
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Unit
Budget
(ha)

Assess
Unit
Retention
(ha)

Surplus
/ Deficit
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Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

L1
L2
L3
L4
NC
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5a
S5b
S6a
S6b

12.7
0.0
12.9
0.0
0.0
20.2
0.0
24.9
0.0
2.9
25.3
143.9
113.3
548.1
46.4
0.0
94.5
0.0

38.6
0.0
37.6
0.0
0.0
47.5
0.0
78.1
0.0
5.6
138.8
1071.3
444.5
1236.4
203.1
90.6
459.5
1879.4

25.9
0.0
24.8
0.0
0.0
27.4
0.0
53.3
0.0
2.7
113.5
927.5
331.2
688.3
156.7
90.6
365.0
1879.4

2,518.1

5,731.1

3,213.1
Surplus
128% of
Budget

Area requirements are current met with significant surpluses occurring in all riparian classes.

8.5.4

Riparian Management Strategy - Skookumchuck

Unit-specific rational for management strategies
Riparian function in this RAU varies substantially with proximity to the RMT. Riparian vegetation plays a
key role in maintaining channel structure, sediment transport rates and aquatic habitat in S2 to S6
streams in Bradford and Sandown Creeks in the eastern portion of the RAU. Riparian function is
generally limited to providing stability to channel banks and adjacent forest floor in higher energy S2 to
S6 streams in the western portion of this RAU. Riparian strategies for small streams (<5m) in this RAU
are a function of stream gradient. Higher retention RMZ’s are recommended along channels less than
15%. Retention along channels greater than 25% will depend on evidence of riparian function in the
channels. In general smaller streams in Sandown and Brandon Creeks will have higher levels of
retention than similar width streams in upper Skookumchuck and Bule Creeks.
Stream type

Example

S1a,b (> 20m)
Large Streams and
Rivers
(with fish or
community
watershed)
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
The lower reaches of Skookumchuck Cr are S1. Mature
spruce, Douglas fir, larch and deciduous species provide
root strength to channel banks and adjacent forest floor.
Recruited LWD accumulates in jams along banks and at
meanders to provide aquatic habitat.
In unconfined reaches riparian vegetation provides
protection to the forest floor from erosion during
overbank flooding.
Mature coniferous species along south bank and valley
side provide shade that contributes to aquatic habitat
Management Strategy
S1 reaches require a full riparian reserve over the active
floodplain. Where the channel is confined by
glaciofluvial scarps a riparian management zone
extends to the top of the scarps to manage for wind
throw and terrain hazards along the edge of the RRZ.
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Stream type

Example

S2 (5-20 m)
Intermediate
Streams and
Rivers (with fish
or in community
watershed)

S3 (1.5 – 5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

S4 (<1.5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
The upper reaches of Skookumchuck Creek and Bule
Creek are S2. Mature spruce, balsam fir and deciduous
species provide root strength to channel banks and
adjacent forest floor.
Recruited LWD accumulates along banks and at
meanders to provide aquatic habitat.
Where channel width is less than 10 metres LWD
functions in jams spanning the channel to create channel
structure and aquatic habitat.
Management Strategy
S2 reaches of the Skookumchuck River require a
riparian reserve zone over the floodplain or valley flat
and a riparian management zone of sufficient width or
to the top of a topographic break to manage for wind
throw and sed. delivery hazards.
Riparian Function
S3 streams are generally the upper reaches of the main
stem channels and lower reaches of steep headwater
streams
Deciduous shrubs, spruce and balsam fir provide root
strength to channel banks and adjacent forest floor. In
lower gradient channels (<15%) LWD spans the
channels forming long term channel structure.
In higher gradient streams (15-25%) Small and large
woody debris functions in short term jams to provide
channel stability.
Management Strategy
In channels less than 15% designate a RRZ for the
width of the riparian area or valley flat. In steeper
channels (15 – 25%) retain a minimum of 60% of the
stand in a RMZ that is of sufficient width to provide a
source of LWD. In channels >25% avoid disturbance to
stream banks. retain all LWD that is spanning or
suspended above the channels and retain as much of the
deciduous and coniferous under story as possible on
either side of the stream channel.
Riparian Function
Generally S4 streams are moderate gradient (<25%)
lower reaches of 1st order streams that drain from the
sides of the main Skookumchuck valley. The bed load
in these channels consists of coarse textured colluvium.
These channels generally do not have a developed
riparian area.
Roots, branches and woody debris from the adjacent
stands provide shade, bank resiliency and, in some
streams, channel structure.
Management Strategy
On lower elevation slopes less than 25% maintain a
riparian management zone on both sides of the stream
or over the width of the colluvial deposit in which at
least 60% of the basal area of the forested stand is
retained. Retained stems should be as wind firm as
possible. For higher elevation, steeper streams (>25%) a
RMZ may be necessary depending on the importance of
riparian vegetation to provide resiliency to channel
banks and adjacent forest floor.
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Stream type

Example

5a (>3m)
a) Domestic
watershed, &/or
b) <500 m
upstream of fishbearing stream,
&/or
c) not fish bearing
or domestic
watershed but
>10m
S5b (3-10m)
Fish absent,
Not domestic and,
>500 m upstream
of fish bearing
stream
S6a (0.5<3m)
Small streams
not in a
community
watershed or fish
bearing but,
a) in domestic
watershed &/or
b) <250m
upstream from fish
bearing stream.
S6b
Not community
watershed or fish
bearing but
a) 0.5-3 m and not
domestic
watershed and
>250 m from fish
bearing stream
b)<0.5m wide

Lakes (L1 – L4)
L1 > 5 ha
L2 (1-5ha in PP or
IDF)
L3 (1-5ha not in
PP or IDF)
L4 (0.25-1ha)
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Riparian vegetation plays a vital role in maintaining
channel stability in < 10 metre wide channels with <
15% gradient in the Skookumchuck RMU.
Mature coniferous and deciduous trees provide a source
of LWD that create storage sites for bed load sediment,
creates aquatic habitat and controls channel morphology
Root systems of mature trees provide resiliency to
channel banks
Deciduous shrubs typically colonize channel banks and
sediment bars following disturbance. Root systems from
deciduous shrubs provide stability to banks and bars as
well as leaf litter to that creates soil on scoured surfaces.
Management Strategy
Riparian reserve zones over the width of the valley flat
and/or floodplain and a RMZ where necessary to protect
reserve zone from wind throw and terrain stability
hazards.
Riparian Function
Riparian function in these small S6 streams depends on
stream gradient.
In channels < 15 % LWD plays a crucial role in
maintaining channel stability.
In channels between 15% and 25% LWD functions in
jams to moderate bed load transport rates.
In steep gradient channels riparian vegetation is
generally limited to deciduous shrubs and SWD forms
short-term jams that function to provide channel
stability.
Management Strategy
RRZ over the width of the valley flat for channels
<15%. In channels less than 25% establish a RMZ on
both sides of the channel and retain at least 60% of the
stand. The RMZ should be wide enough to provide a
continuous supply of LWD to the channel. In steeper
gradient streams where riparian function is minimal,
avoid mechanical disturbance to stream banks and
retain as many of the undersize stems as possible.
Retained stems should be as wind firm as possible.

Numerous lakes are present in the eastern tributaries of
the Skookumchuck RMU. Lakes occur in narrow
valleys that are dammed by alluvial or colluvial fans
and/or beaver dams.
Riparian Function
LWD enters the lakes from the steep slopes adjacent to
the lakeshore and creates aquatic habitat along lake
margins.
Management Strategy
Establish a RMZ along the aquatic – terrestrial interface
that is of sufficient width to protect lakeshores from
mechanical disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability
hazards. Manage towards a mixture of deciduous and
coniferous species.
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Stream type
Wetlands (W1 –
W4)

Example

W1 > 5 ha. W2 1-5
ha. (PP or IDF)
W3 1-5 ha. (not in
PP or IDF)
W4 0.25-1 ha. (in
PP or IDF)
W5 adjacent to
wetland of > ? ha.
in area
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Wetlands are present in Sandown Creek the McNair
Lakes area and Long Lake Creek (?) that drains into
lower Skookumchuck Creek.
Sandown Creek wetlands were formed by beaver dams
that caused water tables to rise and created a complex
and dynamic wetland environment. The beaver are no
longer present in this drainage and as a result the dams
are no longer functioning. The Sandown Creek wetlands
are now being vegetated by deciduous and coniferous
trees.
Management Strategy
Define a riparian reserve over the wetland to the edges
of the aquatic- terrestrial interface. Establish a RMZ
along the aquatic – terrestrial interface that is of
sufficient width to protect wetlands from mechanical
disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability hazards.
Manage towards a mixture of deciduous and coniferous
species.
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8.6

St Mary RAU

St Mary

8.6.1

Characteristics

Physical Characteristics
St Mary River and Dewar Creeks drain from the high elevation terrain in the southern Purcell mountain
range. Elevations range from over 2700 metres at Hungary peak in the western portion of the unit to just
under 1000 metres at St Mary Lake. The region is characterized by steeply rugged slopes with deeply
incised tributary valleys. All of the 1st order tributaries draining from the ridges are snow avalanche and
debris flow channels. The area is underlain by steeply faulted middle Proterozoic argillites, siltstones,
quartize and carbonate rocks. Glaciofluvial or kame terraces mantle the lower valley sides and have
contributed large volumes of sediment to St Mary River through debris slides in the past. St Mary River
and Dewar Creek occupy wide floodplains in broad u-shaped valleys.
This western most portion of this unit receives close to 2000 mm of precipitation annually. Most
precipitation falls as snow during the winter months. Peak flows are driven by snowmelt from high
elevation alpine slopes and generally occur in June.
BEC Classification
Biogeoclimatic zone in the St Mary RAU include (from east to west and low to high) ICHmk1, ICHdm,
ESSFdk, and Parkland (AT) above approximately 2200 metres.
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Natural Variability in Riparian Function
Fires occur relatively frequently on ridges and open slopes in this unit but seldom burn across the steeply
incised riparian areas. Floods, debris flows and snow avalanches are the main agent of riparian
disturbance in the St Mary RAU. Snow avalanches occur with the greatest frequency and as a result
riparian vegetation along most of the S6 to S3 streams consist of stands of willow, alder and young
coniferous trees. Debris floods resulting from rapid melting of the high elevation snow pack is the primary
channel forming mechanism in this unit. Very little functioning LWD is present in streams of the St Mary
RAU due to high discharges and steep gradients. Most LWD that enters these streams is broken up and
distributed along channel margins.
Key Values
The important non-timber values to be considered when implementing riparian retention strategies and
deploying riparian budgets in this unit consist of:
1. HCVF: This unit contains HCVFs for riparian habitat along the upper St. Mary River. There are also
HCVF for intact areas, grizzly, and old growth. There are also HCVF for fisheries values on the upper
St. Mary River, and one for terrain stability. See the HCVF mgmt strategies for detailed management
guidance in these areas.
2. Wildlife: Moose winter habitat is mapped above St. Mary lake Retain security cover around key
feeding areas (willow, dogwood) and manage for a mix of cover and forage in riparian areas. The old
cedar stands that once dominated this area should be re-established. Grizzly: Many areas in the
upper portion of this unit provide important habitat for grizzly. Retain security cover (2x sight
distance) around riparian feeding areas (sedges, horsetails, skunk cabbage).
3. Fish: Bull Trout spawn and rear young in St. Mary River and Westslope Cutthroat are present in all
life stages in the St. Mary River.
4. Terrestrial Habitat: Patches of designated old growth occur in the riparian areas along St. Mary River
and Dewar Creek.
5. Hardwoods: Retain the existing hardwood stands along the St. Mary River and Dewar Creek.
Maps illustrating the spatial location of most riparian values are included for each RAU in Appendix B.

8.6.2

Riparian Budget

The overall budget for this assessment unit is 1,795.4 ha of retention, with 44% of this required in
specific riparian classes (796.2). S4 streams make up the single biggest component of the retention
requirement.
Table 11. St Mary Riparian FSC Retention Budgets

Riparian
Feature

Riparian
Class

RRZ
ha*
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
11.0
0.0
1.6
0.0
0.0
86.4
81.3
71.6
647.2
10.5
0.0

RMZ
ha*
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.0
6.4
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.0
108.4
103.8
40.2
405.0
11.2
32.7

Retention
Percent
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
30.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
65.0
30.0

Effective
RMZ ha
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
1.9
0.0
0.3
0.0
0.0
70.4
67.4
26.2
263.3
7.3
9.8

L1
L2
Lake
L3
L4
NC
W1
W2
Wetland
W3
W4
W5
Stream
S1
River
S2
S3
S4
S5a
S5b
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Total
Effective
Retention
ha
0.5
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
13.0
0.0
1.8
0.0
0.0
156.8
148.7
97.8
910.5
17.7
9.8

Class
Specific
Budget ha
0.4
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
8.8
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
69.1
65.0
57.3
517.8
8.4
0.0
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85.1
94.5
65.0
0.0
973.6
30.0
Assessment Unit Retention Budget

S6a
S6b

61.4
292.1

146.5
292.1
1,795.4

68.1
0.0
796.2

*

Calculated using GIS buffering techniques to avoid double counting of overlap areas between streams, lakes and wetlands.
Calculations based off feature lengths would give inflated estimates.

8.6.3

Current Condition Assessment

The results of the current condition assessment for the St Mary assessment unit are provided in the table
below and mapped in Appendix C. Budget minimums were compared with current (July 2006) retention
levels to assess consistency with FSC requirements. Both riparian class specific requirements and
overall assessment unit requirements were examined.
Table 12. St Mary Current Conditions Relative to Targets

Riparian
Feature

Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

Riparian
Class
L1
L2
L3
L4
NC
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5a
S5b
S6a
S6b

Class
Specific
Budget
(ha)
0.4
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
8.8
0.0
1.3
0.0
0.0
69.1
65.0
57.3
517.8
8.4
0.0
68.1
0.0

Retention
Area (ha)
0.5
0.0
1.8
0.0
0.0
10.9
0.0
3.2
0.0
0.0
286.9
343.5
186.5
642.2
29.6
62.7
288.3
1855.5

Surplus
/ Deficit
0.1
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
2.1
0.0
1.9
0.0
0.0
217.8
278.4
129.2
124.4
21.2
62.7
220.2
1855.5

Assess
Unit
Budget
(ha)
1,795.4

Assess
Unit
Retention
(ha)
3,711.6

Surplus
/ Deficit
1,916.1
Surplus
107% of
Budget

Area requirements are current met with significant surpluses occurring in all riparian classes.

8.6.4

Riparian Management Strategy – St Mary

The upper reaches of St Mary and Dewar Creek share similar physical and hydroclimate characteristics
with Redding RAU. St Mary RAU is also a very high-energy fluvial system in its headwaters region.
Riparian function is generally limited to providing stability to channel banks and adjacent valley floor or
floodplains along S1 and S2 streams. Lower reaches of St Mary and Dewar occupy wide, active
floodplains. Reserve zones are recommended on the valley flat of S3 to S5 channels due to the frequent
shifting of channel location.

Stream type

Example
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Stream type

Example

S1a,b (> 20m)
Large Streams and
Rivers
(with fish or
community
watershed)

S2 (5-20 m)
Intermediate
Streams and
Rivers (with fish
or in community
watershed)

S3 (1.5 – 5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Most of the St Mary River is S1. The St Mary occurs on
a wide active floodplain vegetated with mature stands of
cedar, hemlock, spruce and deciduous trees. Recruited
LWD accumulates in jams along banks and at meanders
to provide aquatic habitat.
In unconfined reaches riparian vegetation provides
protection to the forest floor from erosion during
overbank flooding.
Management Strategy
S1 reaches require a full riparian reserve over the active
floodplain. A riparian management zone beyond the
RRZ and extends to the top of the scarps to manage for
wind throw and terrain hazards along the edge of the
RRZ.
Riparian Function
Mature spruce, balsam fir and deciduous species
provide root strength to channel banks and adjacent
forest floor.
Recruited LWD accumulates along banks and at
meanders to provide aquatic habitat.
Stream power is too high in St Mary River so most
LWD that enters the channel is carried downstream to
meanders and accumulates in lateral. Mature vegetation
provides root strength to channel banks and adjacent
valley flats.
Management Strategy
S2 reaches of St Mary River require a riparian reserve
zone over the valley flat and a riparian management
zone of sufficient width or to the top of a topographic
break to manage for wind throw and sed. delivery
hazards.
Riparian Function
S3 streams are generally the lower reaches of steep
headwater stream
The root systems of cedar and hemlock provide root
strength to channel banks and adjacent forest floor.
Management Strategy
Designate a RRZ over the valley flat. Where the S3
stream occurs on a depositional feature such as a cone
or fan, designate a RRZ over the width and length of the
depositional feature.
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Stream type

Example

S4 (<1.5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

5a (>3m)
a) Domestic
watershed, &/or
b) <500 m
upstream of fishbearing stream,
&/or
c) not fish bearing
or domestic
watershed but
>10m
S5b (3-10m)
Fish absent,
Not domestic and,
>500 m upstream
of fish bearing
stream
S6a (0.5<3m)
Small streams
not in a
community
watershed or fish
bearing but,
a) in domestic
watershed &/or
b) <250m
upstream from fish
bearing stream.
S6b
Not community
watershed or fish
bearing but
a) 0.5-3 m and not
domestic
watershed and
>250 m from fish
bearing stream
b)<0.5m wide
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Generally S4 streams are moderate to low gradient
lower reaches of headwater tributaries that drain from
the sides of the main St Mary and Dewar valleys. The
bed load in these channels consists of fine sand and
gravel and coarse angular colluvium. These channels
generally do not have a developed riparian area but flow
over broad colluvial deposits and open forest floor.
Roots, branches and woody debris from the adjacent
stands provide shade, bank resiliency and, in some
streams, channel structure.
Management Strategy
Riparian management will be site dependent. For low
gradient (<5%), well defined channels that occur on the
St Mary valley bottom designate a RMZ on both sides
of the stream and retain at least 60% of the stems.
Retained stems should be as wind firm as possible. For
steeper gradient channels on the lower valley sides
designate a RRZ over the width and length of the
depositional feature. S4 streams on higher elevation
streams may require a RMZ if the channel is dependent
on LWD or tree roots for stability.
Riparian Function
The main tributaries to St Mary and Dewar are S5
streams. Riparian vegetation plays a limited role in
channel structure in the S5 streams due to high stream
power.
Root systems of trees and deciduous shrubs provide
resiliency to channel banks
Deciduous shrubs typically colonize channel banks and
sediment bars following disturbance. Root systems from
deciduous shrubs provide stability to banks and bars as
well as leaf litter to that creates soil on scoured surfaces.
Management Strategy
Riparian reserve zones over the width of the valley flat
and/or floodplain and a RMZ where necessary to protect
reserve zone from wind throw and terrain stability
hazards.

Riparian Function
S6 streams in the St Mary RAU are dominated by snow
avalanches and debris flows.
In steep gradient channels riparian vegetation is
generally limited to deciduous shrubs and small
diameter conifers that to provide some stability to
channel banks and valley flat.
Management Strategy
Most of these S6 streams are above operable areas. S6
streams on lower elevation slopes may require a RMZ
where vegetation is providing protection to channel
banks. The width and retention level of the RMZ along
these streams will be site specific. In general where the
channel is well defined, retention levels of less than
30% would likely be sufficient to maintain riparian
function. Where the channel is unconfined and able to
shift across a wide area the level of retention and width
of the RMZ will depend on the importance of the stand
to provide protection to the forest floor. Higher levels
(> 30%) of retention may be necessary.
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Stream type
Lakes (L1 – L4)

Example

L1 > 5 ha
L2 (1-5ha in PP or
IDF)
L3 (1-5ha not in
PP or IDF)
L4 (0.25-1ha)

Wetlands (W1 –
W4)
W1 > 5 ha. W2 1-5
ha. (PP or IDF)
W3 1-5 ha. (not in
PP or IDF)
W4 0.25-1 ha. (in
PP or IDF)
W5 adjacent to
wetland of > ? ha.
in area
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Riparian Management Guidance
Numerous cirque lakes are present in the upper
elevations of the St Mary RAU generally above
operational areas. St Mary Lake is the only lake present
within the operating area of this RAU.
Riparian Function
LWD enters the lakes from the steep slopes adjacent to
the lakeshore and creates aquatic habitat along lake
margins. In addition deciduous stands and shrubs
around the lake margins provide habitat for many birds
and mammals.
Management Strategy
Establish a RMZ along the aquatic – terrestrial interface
that is of sufficient width to protect lakeshores from
mechanical disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability
hazards. Manage towards a mixture of deciduous and
coniferous species.
Riparian Function
Wetlands occur marginal to St Mary River below
Dewar Creek confluence. Wetlands form as The St
Mary migrates across the floodplain and channels are
cut off from the main flow. These channels become
vegetated with deciduous shrubs and young conifers in
the decades following abandonment.
Management Strategy
Define a riparian reserve over the wetland to the edges
of the aquatic- terrestrial interface. Establish a RMZ
along the aquatic – terrestrial interface that is of
sufficient width to protect wetlands from mechanical
disturbance, wind throw and terrain stability hazards..
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8.7

Upper Findlay RAU

8.7.1

Characteristics

Physical Characteristics
The Findlay RMU is characterized by narrow, steep, v-shaped valleys that drain eastward towards the
Kootenay River. Operable forest area is limited to the eastern portion of the management unit. The
Purcell Wilderness Conservency occurres in the western portion of the watershed. The underlying
bedrock geology consists of schistose middle Proterozoic sedimentary rocks of the Purcell Supergroup
that are locally intruded by small granodiorite plugs in the eastern portion of the MU. Thick glaciofluvial
and glaciolacustrine deposits mantle the lower valley slopes in the eastern portion of the management
unit adjacent to the trench. In the western portion of the management unit valleys are forested to
approximately 2100 meters and above this steep bedrock slopes are exposed at the upper-most
headwaters. Frequent fires have resulted in minimal forest cover on the slopes that drain towards the
trench in the eastern portion of the management unit. Colluvial processes of snow avalanches and debris
flows dominate in the steep headwater gullies throughout the Findlay RMU.
Findlay Creek has a meandering, single thread, boulder plane-bed to cobble riffle-pool morphology
through the western portion of the RMU. The stream has incised into bedrock canyons through the
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eastern portion of the MU. Large woody debris occurs on lateral bars along channel margins or in jams
at meanders.
Precipitation varies with elevation. The highest elevations receive up to 1800 mm of precipitation
annually (primarily as snow) and the lower elevations in the eastern portion of the MU receive less than
450 mm annually – most falling as rain during spring and summer months. Peak flows in Findlay Creek
are driven primarily by snowmelt and generally occur between late May and late June.
BEC Classification
The uppermost elevations of the Findlay RMU above 2100 metres are Alpine Tundra. Mid-elevation
slopes throughout the MU are identified as Englemann Spruce – Subalpine Fir (dry cool) subzone. The
lower valley slopes of the larger main stem channels are classified as Montane Spruce (dry cool). Lower
elevation slopes and valley bottoms in eastern portion of this MU are classified as Interior Douglas Fir
(dry mild) subzone.
Natural Variability in Riparian Function
The return interval of stand replacing fires in the MSdk is estimated at 50-130 years in the east Kootenay
area (Foresite, 2005). The return interval of stand replacing fires in the IDFdm2 is reported as less than
40 years for low to mixed severity fires (Foresite, 2005). Return intervals of approximately 100 to 200
years are also reported for stand-replacing fires in the ESSFdk zone (Foresite 2005).
Fire plays a substantial role in riparian disturbance and LWD recruitment in the lower gradient headwater
streams in the central and eastern portion of this MU. Flooding associated with rapid snowmelt from
steep-sided tributary valleys is the primary riparian disturbance mechanism in the western portions of this
management unit. Debris floods and snow avalanches at the highest elevations transport sediment and
debris to higher order channels. Flooding in the larger main stem channels results in recruitment of LWD
from undercut banks. Flooding also causes complexity to channel pattern and riparian vegetation
through lateral migration and avulsions at meanders.
Key Values
The important non-timber values to be considered when implementing riparian retention strategies and
deploying riparian budgets in this unit consist of:
1. HCVF: This unit contains HCVFs for old growth adjacent to Dutch Creek and Findlay Creek, and for
caribou in upper Doctor Creek. See the HCVF mgmt strategies for detailed management guidance in
these areas.
2. Wildlife: Deer/Elk: The upper portion of the Findlay Flats is located within this unit. This area
provides important winter range for deer and elk. Focus tree retention on the largest Fd/Py. Moose
winter habitat is mapped on portions of Dutch and Findlay Creeks. Retain security cover around key
feeding areas (willow, dogwood) and manage for a mix of cover and forage in riparian areas.
Grizzly: Many areas in upper Doctor and Findlay Creeks provide important habitat for grizzly. Retain
security cover (2x sight distance) around riparian feeding areas (sedges, horsetails, skunk cabbage).
3. Fish: Bull Trout and Westslope Cutthroat are present in all life stages in the Findlay River.
4. Terrestrial Habitat: Patches of designated old growth occur in the riparian areas along Dutch and
Findlay Creeks.
Maps illustrating the spatial location of most riparian values are included for each RAU in Appendix B.

8.7.2

Riparian Budget

The overall budget for this assessment unit is 2,941.2 ha of retention, with 41% of this required in
specific riparian classes (1,195.9). S4 streams make up the single biggest component of the retention
requirement.
Table 13. Upper Findlay Riparian FSC Retention Budgets

Riparian
Feature

Riparian
Class

RRZ
ha*

RMZ
ha*

Retention
Percent
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Effective
RMZ ha

Total
Effective
Class
Retention Specific
ha
Budget ha
41

Lake

Wetland

Stream
River

44.1
22.6
30.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
6.0
5.8
30.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
6.0
4.6
30.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
2.1
1.4
30.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
0.0
0.0
30.0
128.4
153.1
65.0
160.0
194.0
65.0
227.1
142.2
65.0
776.1
561.4
65.0
57.5
59.3
65.0
0.0
296.1
30.0
87.5
87.6
65.0
0.0
1896.0
30.0
Assessment Unit Retention Budget

L1
L2
L3
L4
NC
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5a
S5b
S6a
S6b

6.8
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
1.4
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.0
99.5
126.1
92.4
364.9
38.5
88.8
56.9
568.8

50.9
0.0
7.7
0.0
0.0
7.3
0.0
2.5
0.0
0.0
227.9
286.1
319.5
1141.0
96.1
88.8
144.4
568.8
2,941.2

35.3
0.0
4.8
0.0
0.0
4.8
0.0
1.7
0.0
0.0
102.7
128.0
181.7
620.9
46.0
0.0
70.0
0.0
1,195.9

*

Calculated using GIS buffering techniques to avoid double counting of overlap areas between streams, lakes and wetlands.
Calculations based off feature lengths would give inflated estimates.
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8.7.3

Current Condition Assessment

The results of the current condition assessment for the Upper Findlay assessment unit are provided in
the table below and mapped in Appendix C. Budget minimums were compared with current (July 2006)
retention levels to assess consistency with FSC requirements. Both riparian class specific requirements
and overall assessment unit requirements were examined.
Table 14. Upper Findlay Current Conditions Relative to Targets
Class
Assess
Assess
Specific
Unit
Unit
Riparian Riparian Budget Retention Surplus
Budget Retention Surplus
(ha)
(ha)
(ha)
Feature
Class
Area (ha) / Deficit
/ Deficit
35.3
98.5
63.2
2,941.2
7,789.4
4,848.3
L1
Surplus
0.0
0.0
0.0
L2
Lake
4.8
25.1
20.4
L3
165% of
0.0
0.0
0.0
L4
Budget
0.0
0.0
0.0
NC
4.8
9.3
4.6
W1
0.0
0.0
0.0
W2
Wetland
1.7
6.7
5.0
W3
0.0
0.0
0.0
W4
0.0
0.0
0.0
W5
102.7
482.9
380.2
S1
128.0
634.2
506.2
S2
181.7
635.6
453.9
S3
620.9
1180.7
559.8
Stream
S4
River
46.0
226.9
180.9
S5a
0.0
559.1
559.1
S5b
70.0
290.9
220.9
S6a
0.0
3639.4
3639.4
S6b
Area requirements are current met with significant surpluses occurring in all riparian classes.
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8.7.4

Riparian Management Strategy – Upper Findlay

Unit-specific rational for management strategies
Riparian function in this RAU is very similar to that observed in Skookumchuck RAU and varies
substantially with proximity to the RMT. Riparian vegetation plays a key role in maintaining channel
structure, sediment transport rates and aquatic habitat in S2 to S6 streams in the eastern portion of the
RAU. Riparian function is generally limited to providing stability to channel banks and adjacent forest
floor in higher energy S2 to S6 streams in the western portion of this RAU. Riparian strategies for small
streams (<5m) in this RAU are a function of stream gradient. Higher retention RMZ’s are recommended
along channels less than 15%. Retention along channels greater than 25% will depend on evidence of
riparian function in the channels.
Stream type

Example

S1a,b (> 20m)
Large Streams and
Rivers
(with fish or
community
watershed)

S2 (5-20 m)
Intermediate
Streams and
Rivers (with fish
or in community
watershed)
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Mature spruce, Douglas fir, larch and deciduous species
provide root strength to channel banks and adjacent
forest floor.
Recruited LWD accumulates along banks and at
meanders to provide aquatic habitat.
In unconfined reaches riparian vegetation provides
protection to the forest floor from erosion during
overbank flooding.
Management Strategy
S1 reaches require a full riparian reserve over the active
floodplain. Where the channel is confined by
glaciofluvial scarps a riparian management zone
extends to the top of the scarps to manage for wind
throw and terrain hazards along the edge of the RRZ.

Riparian Function
Mature spruce, Douglas fir, larch, balsam fir and
deciduous species provide root strength to channel
banks and adjacent forest floor.
Recruited LWD accumulates along banks and at
meanders to provide aquatic habitat.
Where channel width is less than 10 metres mature trees
function in the channel to create channel structure and
aquatic habitat.
Management Strategy
S2 reaches of Findlay Creek require a riparian reserve
zone over the valley flat and a riparian management
zone of sufficient width or to the top of a topographic
break to manage for windthrow and sed. delivery
hazards.
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Stream type

Example

S3 (1.5 – 5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

S4 (<1.5m)
Small Streams
in community
watershed or
containing fish) or
direct tributary to
fish streams

5a (>3m)
a) Domestic
watershed, &/or
b) <500 m
upstream of fishbearing stream,
&/or
c) not fish bearing
or domestic
watershed but
>10m
S5b (3-10m)
Fish absent,
Not domestic and,
>500 m upstream
of fish bearing
stream
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Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
S3 streams are generally the upper reaches of the main
stem channels and lower reaches of steep headwater
streams
Deciduous shrubs, spruce and balsam fir provide root
strength to channel banks and adjacent forest floor. In
lower gradient channels (<15%) LWD spans the
channels forming long term channel structure.
In higher gradient streams (15-25%) Small and large
woody debris functions in short term jams to provide
channel stability.
Management Strategy
In channels less than 15% designate a RRZ for the
width of the riparian area or valley flat. In steeper
channels (15 – 25%) retain a minimum of 60% of the
stand in a RMZ that is of sufficient width to provide a
source of LWD. In channels >25% avoid disturbance to
stream banks. retain all LWD that is spanning or
suspended above the channels and retain as much of the
deciduous and coniferous under story as possible on
either side of the stream channel.
Riparian Function
Generally S4 streams are moderate gradient (<25%)
lower reaches of 1st order streams that drain from the
sides of the main Findlay valley. The bed load in these
channels consists of coarse textured colluvium. These
channels generally do not have a developed riparian
area.
Roots, branches and woody debris from the adjacent
stands provide shade, bank resiliency and, in some
streams, channel structure.
Management Strategy
On lower elevation slopes less than 25% maintain a
riparian management zone on both sides of the stream
or over the width of the colluvial deposit in which at
least 60% of the basal area of the forested stand is
retained. Retained stems should be as wind firm as
possible. For higher elevation, steeper streams (>25%) a
RMZ may be necessary depending on the importance of
riparian vegetation to provide resiliency to channel
banks and adjacent forest floor.

Riparian Function
Most S5 streams in the Findlay RMU are the main stem
channels of steep headwater tributaries that are subject
to frequent snow avalanches and debris flows.
In streams up to 10 metres wide and gradients less than
15% mature coniferous and deciduous trees provide a
source of LWD that create storage sites for bed load
sediment, creates aquatic habitat and controls channel
morphology
In steeper gradient channels deciduous shrubs typically
colonize channel banks and bars following disturbance.
Root systems from deciduous shrubs provide stability to
banks and bars as well as leaf litter to that creates soil
on scoured surfaces.
Management Strategy
Riparian reserve zones over the width of the valley flat
and/or floodplain and a RMZ where necessary to protect
reserve zone from wind throw and terrain stability
hazards.
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Stream type

Example

S6a (0.5<3m)
Small streams
not in a
community
watershed or fish
bearing but,
a) in domestic
watershed &/or
b) <250m
upstream from fish
bearing stream.
S6b
Not community
watershed or fish
bearing but
a) 0.5-3 m and not
domestic
watershed and
>250 m from fish
bearing stream
b)<0.5m wide
Lakes (L1 – L4)
L1 > 5 ha
L2 (1-5ha in PP or
IDF)
L3 (1-5ha not in
PP or IDF)
L4 (0.25-1ha)
Wetlands (W1 –
W4)
W1 > 5 ha. W2 1-5
ha. (PP or IDF)
W3 1-5 ha. (not in
PP or IDF)
W4 0.25-1 ha. (in
PP or IDF)
W5 adjacent to
wetland of > ? ha.
in area

Riparian Management Guidance
Riparian Function
Riparian function in these small S6 streams depends on
stream gradient.
In channels between < 15% LWD plays a crucial role in
maintaining channel stability.
In channels up to 25% LWD functions in jams to
moderate bed load transport rates.
In steep gradient channels riparian vegetation is
generally limited to deciduous shrubs and SWD form
jams that function to provide short-term channel
stability.
Management Strategy
RRZ over the width of the valley flat or riparian area for
channels <15%. In channels less than 25% establish a
RMZ on both sides of the channel and retain at least
60% of the stand. The RMZ should be wide enough to
provide a continuous supply of LWD to the channel. In
steeper gradient streams where riparian function is
minimal, avoid mechanical disturbance to stream banks
and retain as many of the undersize stems as possible.
Retained stems should be as wind firm as possible.

No lakes present in this RAU

Wetlands were not identified in the Findlay
RMU
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